EXCEL

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY

CHALLENGE OR THREAT?

I
Sport psychology is the study
of how psychology influences
sports, athletic performance,
exercise and physical activity.
Contemporary sport psychology
is a diverse field that can
help a range of areas, such
as optimising performance,
improving motivation, coping
with pressure, overcoming
injury or enhancing wellbeing of
athletes, just to name a few.
Each month Helen Davis, a sport
psychology consultant, will
explore a different area of sport
psychology and how you can relate
it to you and your swimming.
This month:
How are you viewing your
upcoming performance? As a
challenge or as a threat?
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magine yourself at the start of
an open water swimming event:
people are chatting nervously,
excitement levels are high,
individuals are jostling for position,
everyone is waiting for the klaxon to
sound. You are about to swim in a 2km
race. You have swum 2km before, yet
you are feeling nervous, your heart
is racing, perhaps you are worrying
about your lack of training or how cold
the water is going to be and you don’t
know how well you are going to do.
The added element of the
competition adds a whole host of
factors into the mix; something that in
sport is often called ‘pressure’. How we
deal with pressure is something that
sport psychologists often work on with
athletes.
Sometimes, in moments of pressure,
we fail to realise that the physical
requirements of the task (in this
case the 2km swim) are the same as
something you have done before (even
if you haven’t raced 2km, you might
regularly swim 2km in training). This
pressure causes our perception of the
event to alter. In sport, pressure is an
internal phenomenon; it comes from

within you, not from the situation.
It is important to realise that it is not
the task that creates pressure, but our
perception of the task.
HOW ARE YOU DOING?
Having a self-awareness of your
thoughts and feelings of a pressure
situation is a really important step
towards helping you perform in similar
situations in the future. It will help to
move you towards being able to control
and take charge of your mind and body
when it comes under pressure.
In pressure situations we respond
physically in different ways which
many of you will recognise; these often
include things such as ‘butterflies’
in the stomach, sweaty palms, tense
muscles or nausea. These physical
symptoms are all normal and are
designed to help us out when facing a
pressure situation, as our physiology
is designed to help our sport
performance. Psychologically, however,
there are two separate ways that we can
respond to pressure situations – one
is good for performance and the other
is not.
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CHALLENGE AND THREAT
danger to self-esteem (not knowing
These two different responses have
how well they will do). All of these
been called ‘challenge’ and ‘threat’
elements make up the ‘demands’ of
states and research shows that when
the race situation; imagine that these
approaching a pressure situation,
‘demands’ sit on one side of a pair of
athletes experiencing a challenge state
scales. On the other side of the scales
perform well (better than normal
are the ‘resources’. Resources are
in fact), yet if athletes are
elements which help you cope
experiencing a threat state,
with the demands of your
they perform poorly
situation. Resources
(this can be worse
include selfIf a sporting situation
than normal).
confidence, control
or race is not deemed
Research has
and achievement
important to you, then
shown this to be
goals. If the
neither a challenge nor
evident across a
‘demands’ of
a threat state will occur,
variety of sports
the race exceed
because the situation just
with both elite
the resources of
isn’t meaningful enough
and non-elite
the race, then
to be perceived as a
athletes.
a threat state
pressure situation.
Look at the table
will occur. If, as
below to see how
an athlete, you are
your body will respond
able to focus on your
to your mental state.
resources, these will
The principles of challenge
outweigh your demands, tip
and threat have huge implications
the scales so your resources are ‘higher’
for your sport performance and have
and you will be in a challenge state.
helped many athletes in their approach
to upcoming competitions. By
HOW TO DEVELOP YOUR OWN
approaching competition in the right
CHALLENGE STRATEGY
mental state, you can use the body’s
The strategy for getting yourself into a
natural ability to energise your brain
challenge state is to focus on resources,
to make accurate decisions and think
as these will help you perform to your
clearly. As athletes, we always want to
potential.
achieve our potential and by having
So it is all about enhancing your selfthe right mental approach to a pressure
confidence, control and ensuring that
situation, we can do just that. But how
you are always focused on what can be
do we do it?
achieved instead of what could be lost
Let’s go back to the 2km race
(achievement goals). Briefly, let's take a
scenario and assume that this race is
closer look:
important to us. Here the swimmer
Self-confidence – This is one of the
is focusing on uncertainty (not
most important psychological factors
knowing how cold the water will be),
relative to sport performance outcomes.
requirement of effort in the race (lack
Self-confidence is about perception and
of training is a worry) and there is a
is a changeable state. Having higher
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If you are in a
challenge state…

Why is this good for
performance?

If you are in a
Threat state…

Why this is not good
for performance

Increased heart rate:
more blood will be
sent to the brain and
there is a decrease in
constriction of blood
vessels.

Blood is delivered to
the brain efficiently,
this is good for
concentration, decision
making and having
control over your
thoughts and emotions.

Increased heart rate:
less blood will be sent
to the brain and an
increase in constriction
of blood vessels.

Decision making is
harder and there is
less control over your
thoughts and emotions.

Your body will deliver
oxygen and energy to
muscles.

Helps physical
movement and
enhances your skill/
technical ability.

Glucose and oxygen
will not be delivered as
efficiently to the brain
and muscles.

Your physical
performance will not
be aided and skill/
technical ability will not
function as well.

levels of confidence will help us to
cope with and enjoy performing under
pressure. The feedback that you receive
from others and deliver to others can
determine yours and other people’s selfconfidence. You cannot control what
others say to you, but you can control
what you say to yourself and the words
that you choose. Try and spend some
time listening to your inner voice and
how you talk to yourself about your
performances.
Control – In open water swimming,
there are many things that are not
controllable (temperature of the water,
weather conditions, other swimmers
around you to name a few). Accepting
that there are aspects that you
cannot control in your performance
environment is important, but focusing
on the things you CAN control will
help you create a challenge state.
Helping ourselves to focus on the
things we can control helps us to
eliminate unhelpful thoughts.
Achievement goals – Prior to a
competition, try focusing on things
that you need to do in order to achieve
success, rather than on what you want
to do to avoid failure. By focusing on
this, you are more likely to face up to
difficult situations, prepare well for
your event, persist when things get
tough and feel more positive.
Increasing these three factors will
help you achieve a challenge rather
than a threat state. Another important
factor is to think in a smart way when
approaching performances. It is easy
to magnify ‘demands’ in the lead-up to
a race, but by thinking about the right
things, you will be able to keep the
demands of your sport in perspective.
This can be easier said than done, but
do not worry, all these factors will be
explored in further issues!
FINALLY..
An important point to remember is
that you can control how you react to
an important upcoming competition or
performance situation by learning and
developing mental skills to enhance
your resources to meet the demands
of your situation. By making sure that
you approach important performance
situations in a challenge state you can
produce better performances more
consistently and effectively.

Find out more: thinkbelieveperform.co.uk. Follow Helen on Twitter @helenDav22453
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